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This election will see the last strategic vote you will ever need to cast in a provincial election in BC.
STV is polling quite high and I expect it to pass. This means that you no longer have to plug your nose
voting for someone to keep someone else from running the place. And it also means you don't have to
waste your vote in a protest by voting for a candidate who won't win, all to avoid abstaining.
STV means the proportion of votes going to parties will come very close to being translated into seats in
the legislature by making sure that someone you rank will use your vote to win a seat.
So if you can't handle Gordon Campbell anymore, and would prefer not to vote for the NDP for whatever
reason, but you feel you need to do it now, here's how you can put a smile on your face.
When you cast your ballot, vote for STV as well to make sure that the next election will mean that your
ranking of candidates won't be wasted as one of them will almost certainly use your vote to become
elected.
The most frustrating thing for me leading up to any election is listening to smart, passionate, concerned
friends voting for parties they hate to keep from wasting their vote. Or else they don't vote and I can
understand why. If the system is this broken, it needs to be fixed.
I think for a place with only two political parties our current system is awesome since the winner will
have to get more than 50% of the votes. 19th century Canada was such a place, but even then the parties
didn't need to represent women or other politically undesirables.
But in a place like Vancouver, BC and Canada, there are no two parties that effectively reflect everyone's
identities and passions. This is why we get vote splitting, unearned majority governments, wasted votes,
apathy, anger and cynicism.
It's astonishing that we can fix all these things just by changing the system. STV here we come!
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